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House Keeping

• Microphone off unless speaking please.

• Please post Q using the Q&A FUNCTION.

• Use the Zoom-Chat for connections. 
Save the zoom chat – we will not be sharing this.

• Please message Jess Dobbyne in the Zoom chat if you are having technical 
issues. 

• The webinar is being recorded and will be shared with the slides afterwards.

Introduction



Why are we 
here? 

• What are the Horizon Europe Missions on “Climate Change Adaptation” and 
“Smart Cities”?  

• What are the Work-programme for 2024 and the ‘Call Topics’?

• Who (UK and international) is interested in collaborating?

• What support is there to help me start building a project consortium?



Agenda
Introduction





Overview of Horizon Europe
Nicolas Wallet
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Why 
participate?

High funding rate: 
up to 100% of 
eligible costs

The only 
guaranteed and 

predictable funding 
for certain sectors

Access to cutting 
edge technologies, 

infrastructure & 
talent

Increased visibility 
at EU & global level

Build domestic and 
international 

partners/customers

Solving global 
grand challenges 

through 
collaborative R&D

Creating UK jobs, 
growth and stronger 

supply chains



Horizon Europe 101
§ Horizon Europe is the EU’s current Framework Research and Innovation funding programme.
§ It is the largest R&I funding programme in the world, with a budget of over £81bn for 2021-27.

§ The programme is divided into three main parts:
§ Pillar 1 supports excellence in science
§ Pillar 2 focuses on solving global challenges through 

collaborative research & innovation
§ Pillar 3 supports business growth and competitiveness

§ Other parts of Horizon also include support for research infrastructure and widening participation.
§ Key priority areas include food, bioeconomy, climate change, health, digital, transport and mobility, 

space, energy, industry, civil security and humanities. The programme is open to all types of 
organisations of all sizes.



Horizon Europe Structure

Missions
Partnerships



Horizon Europe Missions
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Horizon Europe 101

Types of 
projects
RIA: Research and Innovation 
Actions 100% funding rate, TRL 
2-6
IA: Innovation Actions 70%-
100%, TRL 6-9
CSA: Coordination and Support 
Actions 100% funding rate

Eligibility

Consortium: minimum 3 
independent legal entities in a 
different EU Member State 
(MS) or Associated country, at 
least 1 in a MS.
UK is an Associated Country,
eligible for EU funding and to 
coordinate proposals and 
projects.

Typical 
proposals
Size: ranges from €1–10M+
Duration: 2-3 years +
Budget: Eligible costs + 25% 
indirect
Proposal application: 45-50 
pages + forms



Overview of Missions

Climate Adaptation and 
Climate Smart Cities
Nic Wallet



100 climate-neutral and smart 
cities by 2030 Nicolas Wallet
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Mission Cities 
Open 17/09/24 -
Deadline 16/01/25

• Why a mission for Net Zero Cities?

Although cities occupy about 3% of the Earth, they 
are emitting more than 70% of global carbon dioxide 
emissions. Source: UN-Habitat

• Aim to support, promote, and showcase 100 
European cities in their systemic transformation 
towards climate neutrality by 2030.
• Encourage cities to act as innovation hubs for the 
green transition.
• Foster collaboration among cities to share best 
practices and solutions.



What are the 2024 goals for: 100 climate-neutral and smart cities 
by 2030

Accelerate Climate-Neutral 
Urban Mobility: Promote 

electric, automated, and shared 
mobility solutions to reduce 

emissions and enhance urban 
mobility.

Enhance Urban Greening and 
Resilience: Implement nature-

based solutions and smart urban 
design to mitigate climate 

impacts, improve health, and 
promote sustainability.

Support Integrated and 
Inclusive Urban Planning: 
Foster collaboration across 

sectors, strengthen financial and 
policy support, and ensure 

participatory decision-making to 
achieve climate neutrality.



Reference Title Action €/projects
HORIZON-MISS-
2024-CIT-01-01

Rethinking urban spaces towards climate neutrality
Integrating innovative solutions in urban planning, green infrastructure, 
and sustainable mobility, thereby enhancing the environmental quality 
and resilience of cities.

IA 15m/3

HORIZON-MISS-
2024-CIT-01-02

Zero-pollution cities
Innovative solutions that improve the climate resilience, sustainability, 
and smart management.

RIA 5m/4

HORIZON-MISS-
2024-CIT-01-03

Mobility Management Plans and Behavioural Change
Support projects aimed at transforming European cities to be climate-
neutral, sustainable, and resilient through the integration of nature-based 
solutions, green infrastructure, and innovative governance models.

CSA 5m/1

HORIZON-MISS-
2024-CIT-01-04

Integrated peri-urban areas in the transition towards climate neutrality
Enhance the digital and smart capabilities of cities to improve climate 
resilience, sustainability, and urban living through innovative technology 
and data-driven solutions.

IA 9m/3

Mission Cities Deadline 16 Jan 2025

4 calls, €98m budget, 11 projects

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/calls-for-proposals?callIdentifier=HORIZON-MISS-2024-CIT-01&isExactMatch=true&status=31094501,31094502&order=DESC&pageNumber=1&pageSize=50&sortBy=startDate


Not subject to calls, but support 
for the Mission Cities network

• Scientific and Technical Services: Provide 
ongoing support through data, methodologies, 
and analysis to accelerate climate-neutrality in 
European cities.

• Urban Transitions Mission: Collaborate with 
up to 300 cities globally to showcase integrated, 
people-centered urban transitions towards net-
zero carbon solutions by 2030.

• Financial Advisory Services and Technical 
Assistance: Aid 112 selected cities in 
developing and implementing investment 
strategies for climate-neutrality.

• Climate City Contracts Review: Support the 
review of Climate-Neutrality Investment Plans by 
providing technical and financial input.



Join the Mission Cities portal
• https://netzerocities.eu provides resources, 
expertise, and support to stakeholders to help cities 
achieve climate neutrality by 2030, overcome 
structural barriers, and enhance sustainability 
initiatives.

• Scientific and Technical Services
• Urban Transitions Mission
• Financial Advisory Services and 

Technical Assistance
• Climate City Contracts Review

https://netzerocities.eu/?elqTrackId=65717B41743D49CF62B65240A8E72527&elqTrack=true


Nicolas Wallet
Nicolas.wallet@iuk.ukri.org

100 climate-neutral and smart cities by 2030

mailto:Nicolas.wallet@iuk.ukri.org


Adaptation to Climate § Nicolas Wallet



Mission Climate 
Adaptation
Deadline: 18/09/24
• Increasing Climate 

Resilience: Enhance the ability of 
cities and communities to 
withstand climate impacts.

• Protecting 
Ecosystems: Preserve and 
restore natural habitats and 
biodiversity.

• Supporting Vulnerable 
Communities: Aid and protection 
to the most affected populations.

• Ensuring Sustainable Economic 
Growth: Promote economic 
development that is 
environmentally sustainable and 
resilient to climate change.



What are the 2024 
goals for the EU 
Mission Adaptation 
to Climate
• Enhance Climate Adaptation and 
Resilience: Increase awareness, refine 
indicators, and develop transformative 
solutions tailored to local needs and 
vulnerable groups.
• Promote Multi-level 
Collaboration: Foster governance 
across national, regional, and local 
levels for systemic, cross-sectoral 
climate resilience approaches.
• Demonstrate Practical 
Solutions: Showcase economically 
viable adaptation solutions for urban, 
rural, and small communities, 
emphasizing both mitigation and 
adaptation co-benefits.



Reference Title Action €/projects
HORIZON-MISS-2024-
CLIMA-01-01

Bringing available and actionable solutions for climate
adaptation to the knowledge of the regions and local
authorities

CSA 2m/1

HORIZON-MISS-2024-
CLIMA-01-02

Bringing together the national level with the engaged regional
and local levels (multi-level governance) CSA 4m/1

HORIZON-MISS-2024-
CLIMA-01-03

Develop and refine outcome indicators to measure progress
on climate resilience at national, regional and local levels,
including knowledge and feedback developed from the Mission

RIA 3m/1

HORIZON-MISS-2024-
CLIMA-01-04

Research the complex interplay between the climate and
biodiversity crises towards more systemic approaches and
solutions

RIA 4m/2

Mission Clima Deadline 18 Sept 2025

9 calls, €123.97m budget, 19 projects

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/calls-for-proposals?order=DESC&pageNumber=1&pageSize=50&sortBy=startDate&keywords=HORIZON-MISS-2024-CLIMA-01&isExactMatch=false&status=31094501,31094502


Reference Title Action €/projects
HORIZON-MISS-2024-
CLIMA-01-05

Improve design for transformative approaches and build local
capacity for implementation of available solutions focused on
climate adaptation

RIA 4m/2

HORIZON-MISS-2024-
CLIMA-01-06

Demonstration of approaches to improve bankability of
solutions by design, addressing the co-benefits (mitigation and
adaptation) to improve revenues streams

IA 9m/3

HORIZON-MISS-2024-
CLIMA-01-07

Demonstration of solutions specifically suited to rural areas
and small/ medium size population local communities IA 7.5m/3

HORIZON-MISS-2024-
CLIMA-01-08

Demonstration of approaches by regions and local authorities
focused on increasing climate resilience of the most vulnerable
social groups (just climate resilience)

IA 7.5m/3

HORIZON-MISS-2024-
CLIMA-01-09

Systemic and cross-sectoral solutions for climate resilience,
tailored to the local needs of regions and local authorities IA 9m/3

Mission Clima Deadline 18 Sept 2025

9 calls, €123.97m budget, 19 projects

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/calls-for-proposals?order=DESC&pageNumber=1&pageSize=50&sortBy=startDate&keywords=HORIZON-MISS-2024-CLIMA-01&isExactMatch=false&status=31094501,31094502


Mission Adaptation to Climate

Nicolas Wallet
Nicolas.wallet@iuk.ukri.org

Join the Climate-ADAPT Community of 
Practice!

• https://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/en/mission

• Networking Opportunities: Connect with a diverse 
community of experts, stakeholders, and organisations.
• Resource Sharing: Utilise a wealth of tools, case studies, 
and best practices to enhance your projects.
• Consortium Building: Find partners and collaborate on 
innovative climate adaptation projects.
• Community Support: Engage in discussions, share 
experiences, and get support from fellow members.

mailto:Nicolas.wallet@iuk.ukri.org
https://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/en/mission


Reference Title Deadline Action €/projects
HORIZON-
MISS-2024-CIT-
02-01

Supporting national, regional and local authorities across
Europe to prepare for the transition towards climate neutrality
within cities
Aims to support projects that foster citizen engagement and
participation in the transition to a climate-neutral and
sustainable Europe.

05 Sep 2024 CSA 3m/1

HORIZON-
MISS-2024-
NEB-01-02

New governance models for the co-design and co-
construction of public spaces in neighbourhoods by
communities
Integrate sustainability, aesthetics, and inclusiveness into the
design and renovation of buildings and public spaces.

19 Sep 2024 IA 4m/2

Other calls of interest

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/horizon-miss-2024-cit-02-01?order=DESC&pageNumber=1&pageSize=50&sortBy=startDate&keywords=HORIZON-MISS-2024-CIT-02-01&isExactMatch=false&status=31094501,31094502
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/horizon-miss-2024-cit-02-01?order=DESC&pageNumber=1&pageSize=50&sortBy=startDate&keywords=HORIZON-MISS-2024-CIT-02-01&isExactMatch=false&status=31094501,31094502
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/horizon-miss-2024-cit-02-01?order=DESC&pageNumber=1&pageSize=50&sortBy=startDate&keywords=HORIZON-MISS-2024-CIT-02-01&isExactMatch=false&status=31094501,31094502
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/horizon-miss-2024-neb-01-02
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/horizon-miss-2024-neb-01-02
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/horizon-miss-2024-neb-01-02


For SMEs – £6k Pump Priming
Supports individual UK SMEs to bid on  Horizon Europe projects

Link to Pump Priming for SMEsProgramme eligibility
Standard Innovate UK eligibility requirements apply:
• UK registered business
• Business is trading and not a holding or dormant 

company
• Business has fewer than 250 employees
• The support to be provided will not exceed their 

rolling three-year Minimal Financial Assistance 
Allowance

• Applications must identify a specific Horizon 
Europe Pillar 2 or Pillar 3 call and the topic to 
which they will apply.

• Applications to Pillar 3 must be part of a collaborative 
Horizon Europe project.

• Funding must be used to target calls and topics 
from the Horizon Europe 2024 work programmes.

• Applicants will be required to work with a UK National 
Contact Point and engage with Innovate UK Business 
Growth.

Contact me to get the form:
ncp-climate@iuk.ukri.org

https://www.innovateukedge.ukri.org/Enter-new-markets/Horizon-Europe-Pump-Priming-Programme
mailto:ncp-climate@iuk.ukri.org


Nicolas Wallet
Telephone: 07902 401504
Email: ncp-climate@iuk.ukri.org

mailto:ncp-climate@iuk.ukri.org




NetZeroCities has received funding from the H2020 Research and Innovation Programme under grant agreement n°101036519.

Journey Toward 2030: 
EU Cities Mission "100 Climate-Neutral and 
Smart Cities" with NetZeroCities Programme

Programme Director, NetZeroCities
Thomas Osdoba



Accelerating change, fast
To reach climate neutrality by 2030, a radical
change is essential - transformative change.



Supporting the EU Mission
for “Climate Neutral and 
Smart Cities by 2030”
The EU has launched a Mission “100 Climate-Neutral
and Smart Cities by 2030”.

The objectives of the Mission are

• to achieve 100 climate-neutral and smart European
cities by 2030.

• to ensure that these cities act as experimentation and
innovation hubs to enable all European cities to
follow suit by 2050.

NetZeroCities, coordinated by Climate-KIC, currently
manages the Platform to support the Mission. We will
help Europe in its ambition to achieve climate neutrality
by providing cities with world-class expertise and
services tailored to their needs.

100 EU cities & 12 cities from
Horizon Europe Associated Countries 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/funding/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes-and-open-calls/horizon-europe/eu-missions-horizon-europe/climate-neutral-and-smart-cities_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/funding/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes-and-open-calls/horizon-europe/eu-missions-horizon-europe/climate-neutral-and-smart-cities_en


This project has received funding from the H2020 Research and Innovation Programme under grant agreement n°101036519.

112 Mission Cities
100 Mission Cities in EU Member States
12 Mission Cities in Associated Countries

NetZeroCities has received funding from the H2020 Research 
and Innovation Programme under grant agreement n°101036519.



Activating and Enabling
a New, Climate-Neutral Normal:
NetZeroCities Objectives

Develop an approach to support
climate-neutral transformation in cities

Help cities build capabilities and ways of working to 
advance systemic change using innovation

Forge a platform for cities to use for all
services & expertise critical to climate neutrality

Facilitate a pipeline of cities 
accelerating towards climate neutrality



NetZeroCities has received funding from the H2020 Research and Innovation Programme under grant agreement n°101036519.

NZC portal

NetZeroCities Support 

Transition 
team

Climate City 
Contract

Climate 
Transition Map

Pilot 
CitiesCity Advisors

Twinning 
programme

City Learning 
Programme



Understanding Systems

Achieving a deep understanding of
the challenge often requires much
more time and effort than coming up
with a solution. It becomes a core
capability to map interdependencies
and identify barriers impeding
progress, gaps in current
efforts, learnings from the past and
potential levers for change.

This is a collective act as the full
picture can only be achieved by
bringing together all complementary
perspectives.

Finance and 
business models

Democracy, social 
innovation and 
social change

Technology Governance, Policy 
and Regulation

Capacity and 
Capabilities



Climate Transition Map: 
An Ongoing Journey
The journey to climate-neutrality will be an
iterative process, operating at different levels
at the same time.

The Climate Transition Map focuses on
building 7 core elements for the transition:

• A strong mandate
• A good understanding of the system
• A strong local ecosystem
• A coherent portfolio
• Transformative action
• Learning and reflection
• Normalised ‘net zero’ practice



Cities Mission Capital Hub

The Capital Hub will help cities overcome
barriers to climate action by providing
initial project development assistance
and connecting public and private
financial institutions to the cities.
Four steps:

• Action & Investment Plans
• Technical Assistance
• Project Financing
• Capital Facilitation
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Key data points
Cost Per Capita Cost per kT Reduction

€649.1 bn €8,300 €2.8M
Public vs Private Capital per City Cities with an Adaptation

Alignment*

80% 30%
Aligned with 

the Action Plan

Aligned 
through 

Investment

CAPEX vs Population Size CAPEX vs CO2 Reduction Target CAPEX per Sub Sector Heatmap
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All of the Latest on 
Climate Neutrality 
under one Roof
A one-stop-shop useful for any city,
regardless of where it finds itself in its
journey to climate neutrality.

The NetZeroCities Portal gathers the
following tools and resources:

• Climate Transition Map
• Knowledge Repository
• Finance Guidance Tool
• User Directory
• News Feed
• Events
• And much more!

Netzerocities.app



@NetZeroCitiesEU

NetZeroCitiesEU

NetZeroCities

www.netzerocities.eu

Get in touch with NetZeroCities!

hello@netzerocities.eu

NetZeroCities EU



The network of Horizon Europe Cluster 5 
National Contact Point.

The GREENET project has received funding from the EU Horizon Europe programme under Grant Agreement No 101069604

The Network of the National Contact Points of Horizon Europe – Cluster 5

GREENET  

Miriam de Angelis
Agenzia per la Promozione della Ricerca Europea



§ European network of National Contact Points (NCPs) for Cluster 5 
“Climate, Energy and Mobility

§ Funded by the European Commission under the Horizon Europe
Framework Programme for Research and Innovation.

§ Launched on the 1st Jul. 2022 - Closing on 31st Dec. 2027
§ 19 beneficiaries + extended CL5 NCPs community

GREENET in a nutshell 



1. APRE (coordinator)
2. Hub.brussels
3. RIF
4. FZJ
5. ETAG
6. PRAXI
7. CDTI
8. RVO
9. NCBR
10. TUBITAK

The consortium

11. ANI
12. Rannis
13. EI
14. LXI
15. MESRI
16. BF OY
17. TC CAS
18. MEYR
19. UKRI

19 BENEFICIARIES/
PARTNERS
(52% NEW 
ENTRIES)

+
EXTENDED 
CL5 NCPS 

COMMUNITY
(all other officially 
appointed NCPs 
from MS, AC and 

TC)



Objectives 

The aim of GREENET is to improve the professionalisation of the CL5 NCPs:

• Raising the general standard of support to applicants by enhancing the competences of the
Cluster 5 NCPs.

• Raising applicants’ awareness on HE funding opportunities as well as their knowledge by
the provision of a suite of tools to better tackle the challenges posed by the CL5 of HE.

• Lowering the entry barriers for newcomers and participants from widening countries.
• Increasing the quality and inclusiveness of international consortiums supporting

matchmaking among the CL5 applicants.



History



Virtual tools overview 1/2

NEWSLETTER
(link) 

TOOLBOX
(link) 

PARTNER SEARCH TOOL
(link)

https://7c864965.sibforms.com/serve/MUIEAH7D2kd7ZVXUXH12OKM1O1RtSeZ3uDHz9w2R1bQ5b2_sLRsI-hfTjQ3IJ7ScQESKAVbsxDqDrW_N4N_vlRjpue5BqHcfBbGHEOBkWP5k8HXyuN7Gm6hJZAa0zErcKInM-3Gf3S7qzFh21FZuHFZSR2sdbT1k7AJoCMKEedWT0lud8nhPynVlwKb8ei_9n2qNhkcfgPR3exvd
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/ncp-networks/cluster-5/repository?f%5B0%5D=subjects_file%3A566
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/ncp-networks/cluster-5/greenet-partner-search-tool


Virtual tools overview 2/2  

EUROPEAN CL5 DOCUMENT 
REPOSITORY

(link)

STAKEHOLDER 
DIRECTORY

(link)

https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/ncp-networks/cluster-5/european-cluster-5-document-repository
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/ncp-networks/cluster-5/stakeholders


GREENET TOOLBOX – Factsheets 

v 12 new factsheet planned: 

v Proposal preparation

v Networking

v Policy framework for CL5 partnerships

v SSH

v Open science

v Stakeholder directory

v Document repository

v Innovation Fund

v Connecting Europe Facility

v LIFE

v Just Transition Fund

v The European Urban Initiative

v ELENA (European Local Energy Assistance)

v Check the repository page on GREENET 
website to stay update

v informative tool to provide information about CL5
landscape and to support stakeholders and NCPs in
approaching CL5 funding opportunities

v 1 introductory factsheet + 11 factsheets on CL5
partnerships:
ü GREENET Stakeholders Directory 
ü Europe's Rail Joint Undertaking 
ü SESAR3 Joint Undertaking 
ü Clean Aviation Joint Undertaking 
ü Climate KIC 
ü EIT Urban Mobility 
ü EIT InnoEnergy 
ü People-centric sustainable built environment (Built4People)
ü European Partnership – Towards zero-emission road transport (2ZERO)
ü European Partnership on Connected, Cooperative and Automated

Driving (CCAM)
ü European Partnership on Zero Emission Waterborne Transport (ZEWT) 
ü European Partnership for an Industrial Battery Value Chain (Batt4EU)

https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/ncp-networks/cluster-5/repository?f%5B0%5D=subjects_file%3A566
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/sites/default/files/2024-03/factsheet_greenet_stakeholder_directory.pdf
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/sites/default/files/2024-03/factsheet_europerail_ju.pdf
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/repository/b88bc30d-dc85-445f-acc8-6b8ab5d3d6e2
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/repository/bc0416a7-a381-4b1f-8a0b-4d374226a1eb
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/sites/default/files/2024-03/factsheet_eit_climate_kic.pdf
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/sites/default/files/2024-03/factsheet_eit_urbanmobility.pdf
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/sites/default/files/2024-03/factsheet_eit_inno.pdf
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/repository/2d44d473-53d3-47b4-94a6-2db9db3aacfa
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/sites/default/files/2024-02/factsheet_2zero_apre.pdf
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/repository/d7a1d4bc-35f7-45e7-be39-6e40f353d76e
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/repository/d7a1d4bc-35f7-45e7-be39-6e40f353d76e
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/sites/default/files/2024-02/factsheet_zewt.pdf
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/repository/2abc2793-b0a4-4066-8fb8-fc2e3bc83f84


Video Interviews 
 

Video interviews aimed at showcasing the innovation 
potential of the R&I communities in widening countries 
and beyond: 

§ 6 video interviews featuring the main R&I actors in 
Climate, Energy and Mobility areas in Poland, 
Greece, Türkiye and Malta

§ 2 additional videos about Polish and Turkish main 
players of the hydrogen sector in the framework of 
the Hydrogen Week in Brussels

All videos available on : 

• GREENET LinkedIn profile

• «Discover the ecosystem» 

page on GREENET website 

• YouTube Channel 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/greenet-ncp/
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/ncp-networks/cluster-5/discover-ecosystem
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/ncp-networks/cluster-5/discover-ecosystem
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChFVa0qpOi1gkfABU7A3-jQ/videos


NEWSLETTER
 

• Designed to spread main 

updates, news, events and 

funding opportunities that 

are relevant for CL5 of HE

• Issued quarterly

• Subscription through 

GREENET’s website 

https://7c864965.sibforms.com/serve/MUIEAH7D2kd7ZVXUXH12OKM1O1RtSeZ3uDHz9w2R1bQ5b2_sLRsI-hfTjQ3IJ7ScQESKAVbsxDqDrW_N4N_vlRjpue5BqHcfBbGHEOBkWP5k8HXyuN7Gm6hJZAa0zErcKInM-3Gf3S7qzFh21FZuHFZSR2sdbT1k7AJoCMKEedWT0lud8nhPynVlwKb8ei_9n2qNhkcfgPR3exvd


GREENET PARTNER SEARCH TOOL
 

• The PST offers a platform for
networking among HE CL5
applicants, both potentially
acting as coordinators and/or
partners, supporting the
creation of consortia for CL5
open calls for proposals

• permanently active
• available via GREENET website
• <855 registered profiles



• Online database gathering info on
main European stakeholders in the
Energy, Climate and Mobility areas.

• allows applicants to directly access
the organisations of interest
through a link to their website and
provides details of how to contact
them

• Provides an online filtering tool that
simplifies the search for
organizations of interest

• continuously updated

STAKEHOLDER DIRECTORY



• library of web-based material including
roadmap documents, strategies, white
papers and position papers published by
relevant actors (ETIP, industry groups,
academic clusters etc.) of the European
research and innovation community on
climate energy and mobility

• <1849 searchable by file name/organisation
on GREENET website.

• relevance limit of 5 years
• links from the document repository to the

relevant stakeholder organisation
(stakeholder directory)

DOCUMENT REPOSITORY

https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/ncp-networks/cluster-5/european-cluster-5-document-repository


GREENET activities - Onsite & Online 
training events for NCPs



§ Held biannually 
§ Include informative sessions exclusively addressed to 

CL5 NCPs. 
§ Used to collect first-hand feedback and impressions 

from the CL5 NCP community about the overall 
developments of the network in order to make the latter 
more responsive to the actual needs of the NCPs. 

GREENET activities – NCP Forums



GREENET activities – Twinning for NCPs



§ The GREENET Mentoring Programme runs from September to March each year of Horizon Europe. During this period, 
several mentoring groups of a maximum of 4 participants each will meet virtually at least 4 times to exchange 
knowledge about their work and experiences as NCPs. 

§ Each mentoring group acts individually and consists of one experienced NCP from Horizon Europe Cluster 5 and up to 
3 new/less experienced NCPs.

§ The settings of GREENET Mentoring Programme
When and for how long?
During the lifetime of Horizon Europe, there will be several mentoring phases, each lasting 6 months, from September 
to the beginning of March.
Who can become a mentee?
All officially nominated NCPs in Horizon Europe Cluster 5 with the need of more knowledge and support in a chosen 
specific mentoring field of HE Cluster 5 can become a mentee. Applications are open throughout the year, with a cut-
off date in the summer.
Who can become a mentor?
All officially nominated NCPs in Horizon Europe Cluster 5 with experience and knowledge in a chosen specific 
mentoring field of HE Cluster 5 can become a mentor. Mentors are welcome to participate as often as they wish. Here 
too, applications are open throughout the year, with a cut-off date in summer.

GREENET activities - NCP Mentoring 
Programme



GREENET activities - Onsite & Online 
training events for applicants

v Onsite training and on-line webinars on the most important topics 
related to Cluster 5, aiming at raising awareness of HE funding 
opportunities, contributing to a higher success rate and making 
the whole application process easier and more understandable
for potential applicants: 

v 4 trainings already organized : 

v 1 webinar “Information day on Horizon Europe cluster 5 -
Climate, Energy and Mobility (30th May 2023) 

v 1 hybrid event “ASK 4 Green: an Advocacy for Social Key-
instances in Green Transition” (8th June 2023)

v 1 on-site training focused on proposal preparation, including 
impact and risk management (Cyprus, 30th June 2023) 

v 1 webinar “Transnational and Virtual Access Webinar” (27th

Aprile 2023)

UPCOMING EVENTS 

1 online webinar on «Societal 

Rediness Level»(TBC)

1 on site training on «proposal 

template» (Turkey, Sept. 24 -TBC ) 

Check the training for applicants 

event page on GREENET web site to 

stay up date! 

https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/stage/line-training-event-horizon-europe-cluster-5-applicants
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/stage/line-training-event-horizon-europe-cluster-5-applicants
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/academy/transnational-and-virtual-access-webinar
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/ncp-networks/cluster-5/training
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/ncp-networks/cluster-5/training


v on-site and online Brokerage Events where participants can present
their organizations and project idea and meet potential partners from all
over Europe :
§ pitching session (including a part devoted to participants from

widening countries)
§ bilateral meetings

v 2 Brokerage already organised in conjunction with European 
Commission CL5 Infoday : 

§ GREENET Brokerage Event for HE Cluster 5 - 2023 calls (15th 
December 2022) 

§ GREENET Brokerage Event for HE Cluster 5 - 2024 calls (18th
October 2023)

v Pitching session organized during the TRA2024 in Dublin (Apr. 2024)

v In complementarity with GREENET Partner Search Tool

v Material and information available on the Networking Activities page on 
GREENET website 

GREENET activities- Networking Events 

https://greenet-brokerage-event-2023.b2match.io/
https://greenet-brokerage-event-2024.b2match.io/
https://horizoneuropencpportal.eu/ncp-networks/cluster-5/networking-activities


CONTACTS

GREENET

@NCP_GREENET

ncp-greenet.eu

https://t.co/NRL1iduMde


The network of Horizon Europe Cluster 5 
National Contact Point.

The GREENET project has received funding from the EU Horizon Europe programme under Grant Agreement No 101069604

Thanks for the attention
Miriam de Angelis
mdeangelis@apre.it



Support for partnering:
"Business Connect Travel Awards"

Belen Rebollo
Knowledge Transfer Manager 
European Programmes



From innovate UK Business Connect we help you accelerate your innovation. We do 
this by connecting ideas, people and communities to respond to challenges and drive 
positive change. We can make introductions to new business partners and funders, 
help you find collaborators for grants and project delivery and introduce you to new 
market opportunities.

Innovate UK 
Business Connect Team



European Travel Awards

Innovate UK “European Travel Awards” support attendance of UK 
based R&D performing SMEs to specific targeted events for the 
purpose of increasing engagement with potential partners.

Characteristics:

§ Application for each specific event gets advertised @ Innovate UK KTN website

§ A maximum of £700 can be claimed as a contribution towards travel costs 
incurred for the purpose of attending the specific event. Only 1 representative 
per SME.

§ In addition to the funding bespoke pro-active support from IUK teams to 
progress project idea to application into European Programmes (Eureka & 
Horizon Europe)



European Travel Awards

https://iuk.ktn-uk.org/news/travel-support-now-available/



Pitching session



Pitches running 
order
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